Franklin Society Elects Officers; Bohan Selected New President

William K. Bohan, William Huber and James F. Wilson were elected president, vice-president and treasurer, respectively, of the Franklin Society yesterday afternoon.

Erma H. Dod, graduate manager of student publications, will continue as treasurer.

The membership of the society are: Daniel B. Moskowitz, managing editor of the Record; Barbara Vrati, women's managing editor of the Record; Charlesene, managing editor of the Triangles; Robert A. Nicholson, editor-in-chief of the Record; John W. Dwyer, men's associate editor of the Record; Wilfred H. Samson, associate editor of the P.R.L.

In addition to the officers elected in the society were: William Regnier, managing editor of the Record; John W. Kroger, business manager of the Triangles; John W. Swope, managing editor of the Triangles; Richard Urram, art editor of the Triangles; Herbert A. Mort, secretary of Management; Norman Loev, secretary of the Kite and Key Society.

Lieutenant Governor

The lieutenant governor's committee, made up of other students and faculty members of the university to help in financing the varsity and lightweight crews' trip to England to compete in the Henley Regatta, will be chaired by Morgan Monk, chairman of the student fund raising committee.

It has been estimated that upwards of $20,000 will be needed to send both crews and both shells to compete in the races.

A meeting was held yesterday in the basement of the new Franklin Society building for the purpose of raising funds for the trip.

The committee will hold a fund raising raid for the crew on theJunior Ball Friday in the Dormitories on Thursday at 5 p.m. Joseph B. Rock, crew member of the crew, cheerleader and the band will attend.

Mooch explained that all of the proceeds from these performances in the dormitories will be turned over to the Franklin Society.

Booths, which will be placed in convenient places throughout campus to receive contributions, are being constructed, he said. The committee will also solicit the aid of other members in the campaign.

Mooch commented, "In order to reach our $4,000 quota, the cooperation of every member of the university is necessary. If we are to send our crews to Europe, the proceeds of our fundraiser is absolutely necessary, especially since the university has not contributed to the fund raising campaigns.

The committee elected president of the Franklin Society was: William K. Bohan, president; James F. Wilson, vice-president; and Erma H. Dod, treasurer.

Temple-Penn Radio Network will Present Tribute to Senior Trip

A special three hour tribute to the "Taste of the Dance Bands, Mostly Sunny and Low." The program will originate at 7 p.m. and will be transmitted over the Temple-Penn Radio Network to all the big 9 stations throughout Pennsylvania and Maryland. The program will feature music of the great bands of the swing era; Benny Goodman, Tommy Dorsey and Woody Herman.

The program will also feature the voices of the \"all-timer\" announcers and will be a reflection of the years of dance band music;

Five Alternatives in History

A five day conference, \"Five Alternatives in History\" will be held on the campus of the University of Pennsylvania, beginning Monday, May 9.

The program will be sponsored by the Office of Student Activities and the Office of Public Relations.

The conference will be open to the public and will be held in the auditorium \"The Big Idea,\" which will be held in the WCAU auditorium. The conference will be held from 9 to 5 each day and will conclude on Friday, May 13.
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No Smoking... It seems that the Pitzer Senior Society are going to select their new members this week. Every man for the group stated that it was no longer the time to smoke, even though the majority of the members are smokers. The new members are members of the junior class, calling the members "juniors," he also stated that it would alleviate the disappointments on the part of the smoking members to meet the men you plan on not disappointing. I'm sure they all know you!

Solve it yourself... The mystery of the word is who broke Dean Peck's window last Wednesday. It was broken last Tuesday night and nothing was damaged. See the board for clues.

The University is not going to build a new dormitory. As the University had made to his distinguished service the University will guide the University for this year. It will serve as a teacher, as trustee, as Dean of the Law Faculty and great Service to his country and to influence. The University has been re-organized by Buildings and Grounds.

Official policy was for all employees to keep mum about the whole affair. . . . It's no secret that the finger of suspicion points toward a member of one of the house residents. . . . Where were the campus guards?

A busy man. Recently, while the whole campus was being shaken by a "minor disturbance," the campus guard was at the Penn Shield Liverpool the hails with masters. Since the one in history on the supply room and wanted to make things more comfortable for the masters. It was rumoured that with the coming of warm weather the campus will become more crowded.

You too Paul? In my first article I noted the fact that many of the campus houses have changed into apartments lately. . . . You can imagine my surprise when I discovered that the smoker who was drinking there from twelve till two last Monday, . . . Word has it that he and Mrs. Greenberg, the "Nut's" new owner, were drinking there from twelve till two last Monday. . . . Word has it that he and Mrs. Greenberg, the "Nut's" new owner, were drinking there from twelve till two last Monday.

New Prexy. . . Also in line for congratulations are the newly elected presidents of the various houses on campus. Don Hoyt, ATO, Chris Keller of Beta, T. Alexander at Bell, Tim Funk at ZBT, Al Green of Sigma Chi, Alpha Chi Rho, Al Abner of Beta Sig, Bert Olivered of Pi Lan, Len Ackman of Pi Beta Delta of NPE, Shaw Kastor at Phi Sig, Francis Marks of Phi Alpha Chi, Doug Campbell at Sigma Kappa, Art Hillman of Phi Alpha, Bill Oliver of Chi Epsilon, and Bill Pidgeon of Phi Chi made up the list. Others are being held for this week.

The Big Switch. Recently one of the members of the "Boy's Eye View" reported that it is evident that all furniture, books, clothes, cars, and every other material property is attractively distributed in the "back yard" where our friends are still living. . . . He's even gone so far as to try out the plans for the dorm and is considering re-planning.

Watch those sleepers. Best Wishes for a Speedy Recovery. The following new member of Pi Kappa Sigma, is convalescing from a recent eye injury in the University Hospital. Although too many visitors can't afford to feel that either illness or injury is a liability to a person who is convalescing.

More elections. Congratulations are also in order for Lee Margrove of BAM who was re-elected to the position of Ath. Mocat Manager. . . . Other officers are Jim Currey, Secretary-Treasurer, C. T. Kern, Editor of the "Delta" and Don E. Moy, Manager. . . . The new phone directory will have an interesting character. It is rumored that J. Alfred Greenberg at ZBT will be exact, at 1600 Street. So far, he is too busy to come out and let us know too much about the hoax. . . . J. Alfred is really a wonderful character invented by Dean Peck, but too much to compare with T. S. Eliot. . . . What connection he has with the University is more than I can say.

Good Intentions. After four years at Pennsylvania, Peter Jerry Farahani finally got up early enough to attend a lecture there the last night it was held. . . . The sad part about it is that he was delayed by a caving flock into which the covered car service were over. They had the inside story on the supply room during the first day of classes.

New Fraternity Plans. The rumors that were spreading about this matter Friday in our column were well-founded. . . . Many of the houses are rumored to be looking for ways to make things more comfortable for the masters.

Keep those fingers crossed. Skinner Day is still be held of the hands of Class of 39 Student Affairs. Although most of the undergraduate committees are still on the boat the river, its fate is still undecided. . . . Chuck Schaffner, leader of Undergrad, announced at I-F that he was definitely in favor of the affair. He then added that the evening and support show the crew. . . . We hope the crew for a future success. The name of the crew will be a sham to see a crossing tradition snuffed before it has a start.

The Ivy Ball. . . The rumors we reported in our last column about the expected ill. Lighter sales have been well-founded. Many of the houses are having their big events with attendance at the Ivy Ball that is attended. . . . We'll have more news about when the Friday is in attendance which will appear in the Hey Day issue.

The OPEN TAP
by Jay Frank

No smoking... It seems that the Pitzer Senior Society are going to select their new members this week. Every man for the group stated that it was no longer the time to smoke, even though the majority of the members are smokers. The new members are members of the junior class, calling the members "juniors," he also stated that it would alleviate the disappointments on the part of the smoking members to meet the men you plan on not disappointing. I'm sure they all know you!

Solve it yourself... The mystery of the word is who broke Dean Peck's window last Wednesday. It was broken last Tuesday night and nothing was damaged. See the board for clues.

The University is not going to build a new dormitory. As the University had made to his distinguished service the University will guide the University for this year. It will serve as a teacher, as trustee, as Dean of the Law Faculty and great Service to his country and to influence. The University has been re-organized by Buildings and Grounds.

Official policy was for all employees to keep mum about the whole affair. . . . It's no secret that the finger of suspicion points toward a member of one of the house residents. . . . Where were the campus guards?

A busy man. Recently, while the whole campus was being shaken by a "minor disturbance," the campus guard was at the Penn Shield Liverpool the hails with masters. Since the one in history on the supply room and wanted to make things more comfortable for the masters. It was rumoured that with the coming of warm weather the campus will become more crowded.

You too Paul? In my first article I noted the fact that many of the campus houses have changed into apartments lately. . . . You can imagine my surprise when I discovered that the smoker who was drinking there from twelve till two last Monday, . . . Word has it that he and Mrs. Greenberg, the "Nut's" new owner, were drinking there from twelve till two last Monday.

New Prexy. . . Also in line for congratulations are the newly elected presidents of the various houses on campus. Don Hoyt, ATO, Chris Keller of Beta, T. Alexander at Bell, Tim Funk at ZBT, Al Green of Sigma Chi, Alpha Chi Rho, Al Abner of Beta Sig, Bert Olivered of Pi Lan, Len Ackman of Pi Beta Delta of NPE, Shaw Kastor at Phi Sig, Francis Marks of Phi Alpha Chi, Doug Campbell at Sigma Kappa, Art Hillman of Phi Alpha, Bill Oliver of Chi Epsilon, and Bill Pidgeon of Phi Chi made up the list. Others are being held for this week.

The Big Switch. Recently one of the members of the "Boy's Eye View" reported that it is evident that all furniture, books, clothes, cars, and every other material property is attractively distributed in the "back yard" where our friends are still living. . . . He's even gone so far as to try out the plans for the dorm and is considering re-planning.

Watch those sleepers. Best Wishes for a Speedy Recovery. The following new member of Pi Kappa Sigma, is convalescing from a recent eye injury in the University Hospital. Although too many visitors can't afford to feel that either illness or injury is a liability to a person who is convalescing.

More elections. Congratulations are also in order for Lee Margrove of BAM who was re-elected to the position of Ath. Mocat Manager. . . . Other officers are Jim Currey, Secretary-Treasurer, C. T. Kern, Editor of the "Delta" and Don E. Moy, Manager. . . . The new phone directory will have an interesting character. It is rumored that J. Alfred Greenberg at ZBT will be exact, at 1600 Street. So far, he is too busy to come out and let us know too much about the hoax. . . . J. Alfred is really a wonderful character invented by Dean Peck, but too much to compare with T. S. Eliot. . . . What connection he has with the University is more than I can say.

Good Intentions. After four years at Pennsylvania, Peter Jerry Farahani finally got up early enough to attend a lecture there the last night it was held. . . . The sad part about it is that he was delayed by a caving flock into which the covered car service were over. They had the inside story on the supply room during the first day of classes.

New Fraternity Plans. The rumors that were spreading about this matter Friday in our column were well-founded. . . . Many of the houses are rumored to be looking for ways to make things more comfortable for the masters.

Keep those fingers crossed. Skinner Day is still be held of the hands of Class of 39 Student Affairs. Although most of the undergraduate committees are still on the boat the river, its fate is still undecided. . . . Chuck Schaffner, leader of Undergrad, announced at I-F that he was definitely in favor of the affair. He then added that the evening and support show the crew. . . . We hope the crew for a future success. The name of the crew will be a sham to see a crossing tradition snuffed before it has a start.

The Ivy Ball. . . The rumors we reported in our last column about the expected ill. Lighter sales have been well-founded. Many of the houses are having their big events with attendance at the Ivy Ball that is attended. . . . We'll have more news about when the Friday is in attendance which will appear in the Hey Day issue.
Four Teams Left
In I-M Softball

Only four teams remain in the softball competition, and four more squads were eliminated from further play this week.

The four teams which had not previously said goodbye on Monday night were four from the tournament. Also playing on Tuesday night were four more. In these games, one PLP avenged TEP, 4-3, and Bill, the year's champion, beat POG, 12-14.

In games played on Tuesday night, PLP won over POG, 3-2, and PLP defeated TEP, 7-2. By losing POG and TEP were eliminated from the tournament.

There now remain two teams, Harvard and Ann Arbor, and two teams which have each lost one game, Kansas, and PLP. On Thursday night, PLP will play POG and meet Bill.

If both teams which are unbeaten don't win their games with their respective opponents, the team which will win the two games will have an option as to whether they will compete in a single game or a three game series to decide the champion. However, if either of the teams is to be eliminated, the game which is watched at present should be played. Thursday night, the final would be delayed, but the game of a single final would result.

Minor League Scores

LOCAL MOVIE GUIDE

Major League Scores

America League

New York 7-3 Chicago. Boston 10, Cleveland 3.

National League


LOCAL MOVIE GUIDE

Nixon 18, Carlin 17

Pittsburgh at Cincinnati—night.

Byrd 42, trolley 60th & Spruce Street

Columbia 4, Princeton 2.

"REVENGE OF THE CONQUERORS"

Chuck Yarnell, Captain, and Bob Rainey, and Shumer

"INTIMATE RELATIONS"

Frances Ford, Al McPherson, Alexander Byrd

"THE FAR COUNTRY"

George Pratchett, Chuck Yarnell, and John Perkins. Millard

"REVENGE OF THE CONQUERORS"

Flippin Witches Led Heaters

Flippin, who led the Tigers' offensive attack in 1964 with a .348 average, is once again tops the list of hitting leaders. Byrd also was a .348 hitter for the Tigers in recent years, and hit .330 for the season.

'JCPITERS DARLING"

Quiston, George Pratchett, Chuck Yarnell, and John Perkins. Millard

"4 WAYS OUT"

Apollos, Ambassador, and GINA LOLLOBRIGIDA

byrd, and Byrd, and Byrd

Boston 10, Cleveland 3.

Baltimore 2, Detroit 1. Philadelphia 1, Chicago Cubs 7.

"THE FAR COUNTRY"

11-6 overall record and a 4-2 loop run average.

Congratulations

To the Class of '55 ...

Best Wishes

To the
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Twains are back in business.

This new AIR-FLITE will last longer than any other high-compression ball over models.

No other high-compression ball can resist swatting like the new AIR-FLITE. The exclusive Spalding cover adheres to the ball with a new strength to defy cutting up . . . even on high-iron and explosion shots.

It's a more compact ball, too . . . offers you longer play and real economy.

Play your game with this great new Spalding AIR-FLITE. You can expect and get uniformly in distance and accuracy . . . better shot control . . .

This new AIR-FLITE sets the pace in sports

Penn Coaches Nip
Sports Staff Nine

Jerry King's fourth hit, a single with two out in the seventh, gave the Weight
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Tennis Team Battles Princeton

In Search of Eighth Victory

A powerful Princeton tennis team that must win its remaining two matches if it hopes to stay in contention for an EIL title, and a Pennsylvania squad fighting to stay above the .500 mark clash this afternoon on the Tigers courts.

Coach John Coyne's Tigers, EIL champions for the past four years, are currently in second place with a 6-1 league mark.

Unbeaten Yale drops hold down place.

Some of the top teams in the East, comprising the list of Princeton's victims, the host team boasts victories over Army Navy, Swarthmore, Harvard and Dartmouth, and is currently an overwhelming 2-3 slate. North Carolina and Yale have accounted for the Tigers lone two losses.

Rogers Leads Princeton

Captain Ted Rogers, former All-American, will lead Princeton against the Quakers. Number two man Dave Scheid, National Intercollegiate Squash Champion Roger Campbell, Stuart and Tom Johnston make the Princeton team a formidable one.

The freshman team meets its toughest test of the season when it encounters the Princeton team on the later court.

Tiger Freshmen Unbeaten

The Tiger freshmen are unbeaten, with victories over the VMI, the UConn, the VMI, the UConn, the Rensselaer, and the Navy plebe men.

Gruber Squash Captain

Bob McCormick was elected captain of next year's squash team after being named to the All Penn-Del team. He is now in his third year with the team.

Coach Bob Matthews has balanced his squad for the season. There is depth in all four years, and the VMI, the UConn, and the VMI, the UConn, have already proved effective.

Vassar upstream to cut the lead. Nevertheless, Penn was still able to clinch the tournament. Lanke's return to the lineup was critical.

Two Quaker victories would put them in a tie with the Tigers in the EIL. The Quakers are Captain Chuck Yarnell, and Bob Rainey, and Shumer

Two Penn lineup changes are possible with Bill Hughey going to second base and Mac Buelton moving into the left field position.

Penn has not fared well against the Tigers in recent years, dropping the last nine games in a row. The Quakers are Captain Chuck Yarnell, and Bob Rainey, and Shumer

After today, the Quakers are in contention for the EIL title, and the team will face Princeton today in a match at the Tigers' home course.

Pennsylvania's varsity has an unblemished record of nine wins and three losses, with three away matches remaining on the schedule for this week. Princeton, favorite to win the EIL title, is 9-2, but Penn has won 12 of 25 matches in a series that began in 1964. Seeking action today for the Quakers are Captain Chuck Yarnell, and Bob Rainey, and Shumer

This new AIR-FLITE will last longer than any other high-compression ball over models.

No other high-compression ball can resist swatting like the new AIR-FLITE. This exclusive Spalding cover adheres to the ball with a new strength to defy cutting up . . . even on high-iron and explosion shots.

It's a more compact ball, too . . . offers you longer play and real economy.

Play your game with this great new Spalding AIR-FLITE. You can expect and get uniformly in distance and accuracy . . . better shot control . . .

Twains are back in business.
Bechhoefer Sees Bright Future For Peaceful Power of Atoms

Bernhard O. Bechhoefer of the State Department also indicated that the use of atomic power for peaceful purposes was greatly hopes for the future but it will take considerable time before it attains widespread usage. "International Cooperation of Atoms for Peace" was given its

opening today by President J. Edward Hosbach, Speaker before the assembly.

He stated that at that time the atom is a source of energy for peaceful purposes as well as war.

In discussing radio-active isotopes, Bechhoefer stated that while the United States produced a considerable surplus and further most of the excess at the present time was being sold and their surplus to non-nuclear countries. In order to buy them from the U.S. a country must go through considerable "red tape." To buy isotopes from the United Kingdom, a country need only send payment.

Bechhoefer pointed out that the types of isotopes which are used cannot be put to non-peaceful purposes. The new trace method which was developed during World War II, it is used by scientists to test various types of fertilizers. The radio-active tracers are absorbed by the plant along with the fertilizer and the company can then tell what percentage of the fertilizer is actually being used to the plant. Enough, the company tries to obtain a different type of fertilizer.

In order to obtain a large supply of isotopes, Bechhoefer pointed out that the United States is approved by the peaceful use of the atom, the President has appointed Marshall Patterson, with the rank of Ambassador, to be the U.S. representative to the International Atomic Energy Agency, Washington D.C.

Bechhoefer also said that the use of atomic power for peaceful purposes will become scarcer as atomic reactions require more power. When improved methods for protecting the safety of persons who work around the reactors are found, power will be available more considerably.

Bechhoefer, who was a lawyer before he entered the State Department, is currently special assistant to the President and chairman of the Boy Scouts of America. Bechhoefer was previously employed by the Philadelphia Bar Association and held several other posts.

PENN HOUSE
3435 WALNUT STREET
The Famous Sea Food... in stereo

Special Student Prices

NEW... NEW... NEW... NEW... NEW... NEW... NEW... NEW... NEW... NEW... NEW

ON THE UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA

A fine, new restaurant, attractively priced, conveniently located, equipped to serve TO THE BEST BUDS in town’s campus.

Quaker Track Team To Battle Princeton At Franklin Field

(Coached From Page One)

mission named by President Truman to fix responsibility for the lack of discipline. In 1945 he was appointed by President Truman to head an agency board to review the cases of persons convicted of draft violations in World II.

Justice Roberts was active in many civic and community projects. He was a strong supporter of the Boy Scout movement and served as a member of the Board of Trustees of Philadelphia. He became chairman of the National Mental Health Foundation in 1947 and a year later was elected president of the Pennsylvania Bar Association.

He received the $10,000 Edward W. Robinson award for the outstanding Philadelphia citizen in 1946. In 1952 he was elected president of the American Philosophical Society.

Counselors Discuss Air Force

There will be an Air Force counselor team, led by Lieutenant Edward Hobush, at the University tomorrow from 4 p.m. to 3 p.m. at Houston Hall. The purpose of the team is to provide students with an opportunity to discuss all aspects of Air Force training and educational programs with qualified personnel.
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When the first gasoline buggy began to chug, Budweiser led all beers in sales. And...

Today Budweiser still leads the world's beers in sales and quality because... because it's Budweiser

Something more than premium quality

Budweiser slogan

Be sure and watch the great new TV show "DAGON RUNTON THEATRE" - your page for films and theater.

SPECIAL

SLACKS

$3.65 — 2 for $7.00

WEDNESDAY, MAY 18, 1955

WANTED—Students interested in being a part of the Din and one of the most exciting jobs in the country should apply to the Hearst Building. Be sure to have your application in before 7 p.m. for details.

LOST—A large group of boys on a baseball outing was left at the corner of Chestnut and 12th streets. Search party ends 7:00 p.m.

APARTMENT FOR RENT—One, two, and three room units. Contact Miss Slunk, CR 2-1588.
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